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!but do you realize now there’s truth underneath all of that? Ask anyone you understand older
than 33 (who will be honest with you) and you’ll find that they went through a significant
identification reorganization, if not really a complete life crisis, between 28 and 32. What they
probably didn’t know (and you also probably didn’t understand, if you’ve been through it
yourself) is certainly that there exists a reason why. When we hit about 28, that cover-up stops
functioning, which is anywhere from unpleasant to devastating.Who am I must say i?ve been
there” empathy, Karen Hawkwood will take readers through the underlying lessons we encounter
in this passage. The Saturn Come back strips away those familiar beliefs, sometimes
dramatically, and difficulties us to answer the question we believed we'd settled: “ve been
covering up and refusing to check out, our whole lives.With humor, compassion, and
“concealed gold” lies for you personally.the eagle and the chickens”, Hawkwood gently
explains the way in which we successfully convince ourselves we are something we’re not, and
how damaging that's. The astrological cycle referred to as the Saturn Return takes us right into
a lifelong wound, one which we’We’” Discovering the truth is unpleasant before it becomes
freeing, and understanding how this unfolds makes it considerably simpler to “Survive 30”We
have plenty of bad jokes and cultural angst approximately turning 30…Gleam table where one
can research your birthday and determine the sign of the zodiac where Saturn falls for you
personally.Hawkwood outlines the primary transformative process occurring, and also several
particular strategies and methods that may support you as you navigate the good and the
bad. While your full astrological picture is virtually unique, that one factor is highly relevant in
the particular theme of your lifelong struggle, and there is a chapter for every sign that will
help give you insight on your own challenges and where in fact the “The end result, however, is
freedom from a false set of expectations that would do not have allowed us to seriously be
ourselves. Utilizing the parable of “ Even though you are past your first Saturn Come back (it
occurs once again between 57 and 60) the problems described it's still alive and kicking in
your daily life, therefore let Hawkwood’s insight help you develop a better awareness of your
issues and how you can match them in a fresh and more conscious method!
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Life Saviour This is among those books that is a breath of oxygen. There are specific time when
the issues are much more intense and Personally i think like this is it it's the end suicide since I
cannot take any more.. Complete life changer! Fascinating new way to raised leverage the
transition to your 30s to get personal growth I have long been interested in the period of
intense growth and introspection that typically accompanies our transition from 20s to 30s. At
times in lifestyle it's as if we get things later than with all the current mistakes and heartaches
turning up searching at us as if they are bigger.That is a life saviour.Thank you Ms. Hawkwood I
wish I had known... This is a wonderful and quick read about your Saturn return. When I turned
28 my life began the slow create to a significant explosion at age 30. Divorce, unemployment,
near-homelessness, stalker with false accusations, full strangers wanting to kill me.. Helpful guide
Everyone should go through this as a basic shell instruction to your saturn come back cycle
guide. However when I go through this book in some way something happened that time when I
was in the bottom once again the negativity quieted down and I felt calm and soothed. And
the ones are the highlights, your day to day between them wasn't a bed of roses either!
Understanding I really liked this book." EASILY had known it was just the plunge on the high hill
of a roller coaster, and not a descent into the Abyss, it would have made things much better
and I could have made choices that might have, in hindsight, been easier to cope with the
fallout from. At that time, I give up my corporate job, starting a business, was in the
surroundings on 9/11, got married, pregnant . I found myself unable to put it down. I plan on
taking this journey with the mind set on development and compassion. Astrology is inexplicably
accurate! Looking back at my life ages 28-32, I had both an exciting and very happy time
(marriage, family, career and house) and a very challenging even harrowing period of it.all
searching for my truth and identity. The book I wish I had when I was entering my 30's Having
worked with Karen personally and looking at my Saturn return through the rear-look at mirror, it
had been life-affirming and enlightening to understand what occurred. I'm not individually
engaged in astrology, yet I came across my Saturn Return description very enlightening, and
therefore lightening of my load and my confusion. So I either learn from the pain I'm destined to
endure or not. So i'm going to be well equipped with this information about how to wake up to
my true self. I'm gratified to have put my own reservations about astrology apart, and read this
book. Insightful and Powerfully engaging I wish this could of been explained to me before I
went through that life stage (28-32). Ms..ous and quick. (Marriage, family, career and house :).
EASILY had comprehended the saturn return and it's reason for helping me grow even more
completely into my truer self, I really believe I would have used the knowledge to my benefit
and with much less suffering. This should be required reading for anyone within their past due
20's, early 30's." I am certainly recommending to my relatives and buddies. Great Read! It may
well have offered me to learn about the Saturn come back, and my possibility to consciously
reframe who I was and who I would become. The influence the shifts I made in those days were
so challenging, and yet, it established me on a fresh life course. I would recommend this book
to anyone seeking to understand what occurred to them throughout their Saturn come back
OR anyone who is approaching that time within their existence. With understanding,
challenging transitions are made with an increase of ease and grace. Very easy to learn and
digest, Karen begins with describing the Saturn Come back, how it might display up for you
personally, and what that you can do to help move points along and find out what you ought
to learn for the next phase of your life. Hitting the BIG 30 A well-written account of the
changeover in life that starts around enough time one hits 30. I also learned that Saturn will
probably return whether I love it or not really but I could control the emotion and thought



process through this journey. Yes, you'll survive 30, 40, 50, 60 and beyond and each Saturn
come back will arrive with a good quantity of reflection and awareness of our truer selves. It
really is worth the time and it could save a life. This was the very first time I experienced heard
of the "Saturn effect" but I found "Surviving 30" both incredibly thought-provoking and well-
written. I anticipate incorporating this brand-new perspective into my personal training and
sharing the reserve with others. Great Information For GOING RIGHT THROUGH Times of Grwoth
As a beginning college student of astrology, this reserve taught me a lot about Saturn Returns
and how to use them. Although I don't recall the time span around turning 30 to hurt for me
personally, the insights about Saturn's positioning in my chart and what that means for me with
regards to finding my true personal was very helpful.. Even if you are not all that into astrology,
it's free from the typical 'jargon'. Fabu!.. Perfect for people coming up on age 28-30 who are
starting to experience that knock to create a life for themselves. Highly recommended Helpful
This book really help me to comprehend what I was going through. It's an astrology-centered
premise of Saturn returning and the consequences created beginning around 30 and at other
instances in our lives. I may well be near my second Saturn Return, at 54 - 64?! 30: saying
goodbye to the previous you and hello to the new/truer you, if you want a opportunity to live
a really happy life regardless of all. Hawkwood's reserve is just such a helping, healing hands
and I'm recommending it to all or any of my friends who are going to take the plunge! She nails
it. It's a guidebook - a valuable tool to help you navigate your late 20's/early 30's and all of
the potential mess that bubbles up. I believe this book will help those who have passed that
time seem sensible of it and help those people who are approaching that point make the
transition even more smoothly. I highly recommend it to anyone deep in the chaos of their late
20's/early 30's. The info and tools will make it easier and much less chaotic.Before chapter on
astrology this publication spoke to my core. Hope &We wish We had had someone who could
have taken my hand and said "it's alright, this will pass as well as your world will be re-made
into something gorgeous when it's over. Don't let the Astrology part deter you from reading it. If
you have ever experienced like you're the only one whose life seems to be falling apart, this is
the book for you personally. Great insights. Two Stars Super short Exactly what I needed As
someone just getting into her Saturn Return, this book was exactly what I needed.
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